OCTM Scholarship Application

Amount Requested: __________

You must be an OCTM member to be considered for these scholarships.

Name: __________________________ Date: __________________________

Home Address: ____________________ Phone: __________________________
City & State: ______________________ ZIP: __________ Email: __________________________

School: __________________________
School Address: ____________________ Phone: __________________________
City & State: ______________________ ZIP: __________

Number of years taught: __________ Present Grade Level: __________

Please indicate which scholarship you are applying for, and on a separate piece of paper, provide complete answers for the following items:

Conferences/Workshops

☐ Don Fineran Scholarship — OML or NWMC — Will reimburse registration

☐ Sunrise Scholarship — OML — Will reimburse registration and mileage to two consecutive conferences*

☐ M.A.T.H. Scholarship — NCTM or other — Will reimburse registration, airfare and lodging

Title of Conference/Workshop:
Date(s): Location:
1. List three math conferences most recently attended.
2. Estimate Expense(s) —– include registration, airfare and lodging as appropriate
3. Why do you want to attend this conference? (100 words or fewer.)
4. For Sunrise Scholarship: What do you see yourself doing as a volunteer at an OCTM sponsored conference or event?
   (Note: You might talk with someone who attends conferences or contact the OML Conference Chairs or your Area Representative for ideas.)

☐ Oscar Schaaf/Scott McFadden Scholarship — reimbursement for tuition — maximum amount $ 1250
1. Are you enrolled in an advanced degree program? Where?
   What math education courses have you taken recently?
2. What math education course do you plan to take? At what institution? During what term?
3. If possible, provide a description of the course.
4. How will this course further your knowledge of mathematics and how will that impact students?

*Sunrise Scholarship applicants should be early career teachers who have not completed five years of full-time teaching in an Oregon classroom. Recipients agree to volunteer in some way, however large or small, at an OCTM conference or event during the interim year. To receive complimentary registration and mileage for the second OML conference, recipients agree to submit a description of their volunteer experience to the Scholarship Chair by July 1. (100 words or fewer).

Note:
1. Funds will be reimbursed to the payee after all necessary proof has been submitted: reimbursement form, receipt(s) for actual costs, proof of course completion (Schaaf/McFadden Scholarship), proof of volunteer activity (Sunrise Scholarship).
2. Priority will be given to first time applicants. For the M.A.T.H. scholarship, in the event partial funding is initially awarded, it may be increased during the last review period prior to the conference. Funding is dependent upon the number of scholarships awarded and funds available.

Send application to: Becky Reed, OCTM Treasurer, 4413 Indian Earth Avenue NE, Salem, Oregon 97305, octmbreed@q.com